PATCH

PATCH
It’s in the details
The legs of Patch are something
out of the ordinary. They are made
of solid oak and have a unique cut
that is a characterizing design detail.
Every line and chamfer is thought
through and truly makes Patch a
work of art.

Push to open
The doors and drawers are equipped
with push openers. No handles
needed, just give the door a gentle
push to open it.

TENZO COLOUR NO.
001 WHITE/OAK
454 OAK/WHITE/OAK

Design by: Thomas Eklundh
Thomas Eklundh finds inspiration for
a new design in almost everything,
but mainly in film, art, and literature.
With the ambition to make the
everyday a little more exciting, he
places great emphasis on both ideas
and handcrafted details.

Added value
On all Patch items, it is possible to
choose a top in oak instead of white
lacquer. That makes the oak from
the leg recurs in the top plate.
This way the oak creates an artistic
frame which adds another highlight
and brings sophisticated symmetry
to the product.
MATERIAL
Top: Lacquered mdf/oak veneer.
Fronts, sides: Lacquered chipboard.
Legs: Solid oiled oak.
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2285 Sideboard 4D 1Dr

W:238,5 x D:47 x H:85 cm

White/Oak - 001

Oak/White/Oak - 454

2275 Sideboard 3D 1Dr

2273 Tv bench 2D 1Dr

W:179 x D:47 x H:85 cm

W:179 x D:47 x H:56 cm

White/Oak - 001

Oak/White/Oak - 454

White/Oak - 001

Oak/White/Oak - 454

2276 Cabinet 4D

W:92 x D:40 x H:138 cm
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White/Oak - 001

Oak/White/Oak - 454
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PATCH
SIMPLICITY & ELEGANCE

The product may look simple at first glance, but the closer you look, you’ll see that behind both
design and production lie hours of work. Each base is made in solid oak which allows the legs to have
its characteristic form, a detail that expresses northern design and harmony.
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All doors and drawers are equipped with a push-to-open feature. The clean lines appear clearly when
no handles are needed. The appearance of Patch is a delight to the eye; especially for those who
appreciate symmetry. Yet the symmetry is something out of the ordinary - the legs are made with a
graphic twist that highlights the unique cut that is characteristic for Patch.
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